CITY COUNCIL
WORK SESSION AGENDA
September 14, 2020, at 7:00 p.m.
City Hall Council Chambers, 201 First Avenue East
City Council and staff will meet via video teleconferencing so as to provide an
environment that will comply with the Governor’s Phase II COVID-19 Directive. Public
comment can be provided via email to publiccomment@kalispell.com or verbally during
the video conference. Pre-register at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_bLuyHTeoT-OkfIq-fHfuEA

A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. RFP for Valley Bank Lot
2. EESB/CDBG Re-allocation

C.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Persons wishing to address the council are asked to provide public comment via email to
publiccomment@kalispell.com or verbally during the online meeting. Pre-register at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_bLuyHTeoT-OkfIq-fHfuEA

D.

CITY MANAGER, COUNCIL, AND MAYOR REPORTS

E.

ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING SCHEDULE / FOR YOUR INFORMATION

Next Regular Meeting – September 21, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. – Council Chambers
Next Work Session – September 28, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. – Council Chambers
Reasonable accommodations will be made to enable individuals with disabilities to attend this meeting.
Please notify the City Clerk at 758-7756.
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Development Services Department
201 1st Avenue East
Kalispell, MT 59901
Phone: (406) 758-7940
Fax: (406) 758-7739
www.kalispell.com/planning

REPORT TO:

Doug Russell, City Manager

FROM:

Jarod Nygren, Development Services Director

SUBJECT:

Work Session – Valley Bank Request for Proposals (RFP)

MEETING DATE:

September 14, 2020

BACKGROUND: On December 4, 2017, the Kalispell City Council adopted The Downtown Plan
as an amendment to the City of Kalispell Growth Policy Plan-It 2035 by Resolution No. 5846. The
Downtown Plan addresses a number of key topics that affect the future growth and development of
Downtown Kalispell. The Downtown Plan specifically addresses the need to re-develop City owned
surface parking lots into more beneficial uses to eliminate blight and increase tax base, see below:
Chapter 4, Implementation Goal 2 (i) - Allow city surface parking lots to be leveraged for
more appropriate uses. This could involve:
•
•

•

Selling surface parking lots to a private developer for redevelopment;
Granting or gifting a surface lot to a private developer who enters into an agreement
that stipulates development will occur on the lot within a certain time frame, the
development will incorporate the same number of existing parking spaces lost and that
the development would be a mixed use, multi-story project;
A land swap with a property owner who desires a more beneficial location in
exchange for property they own in a less visible area.

Accordingly, in coordination with the URA, BID, Parking Committee and KDA, staff is presenting a
DRAFT RFP for the “Valley Bank Lot,” located at the northwest corner of Main Street and 3rd Street
West. This property has been chosen due to its high visibility location along Main Street and its
location in the newly established Downtown Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District. Redevelopment
of this property will further the City’s mission of promoting economic growth, improving area
employment opportunities and expanding tax base.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the Kalispell City Council discuss the Valley Bank
Request for Proposals and direct staff accordingly.
FISCAL EFFECTS: No fiscal impacts at this time.
ATTACHMENTS: DRAFT Valley Bank Lot Request for Proposal

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR THE PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY
OWNED VALLEY BANK LOT
CITY OF KALISPELL, MONTANA

The City of Kalispell is seeking proposals from development firms seeking to privately finance,
construct, and manage a redevelopment project on what is currently a City owned parking lot
within Downtown Kalispell, Montana. On December 4, 2017, Kalispell City Council adopted The
Downtown Plan as an amendment to the City of Kalispell Growth Policy Plan-It 2035 by
Resolution No. 5846. The Downtown Plan addresses key topics that affect the future growth and
development of Downtown Kalispell. The Downtown Plan specifically addresses the need to redevelop City owned surface parking lots into more beneficial uses to eliminate blight and increase
tax base. At this time, the City is looking for development proposals on the “Valley Bank lot” at
the northwest corner of Main Street and 3rd Street West. This property has been chosen due to its
high visibility location along Main Street and its location in the newly established Downtown Tax
Increment Financing (TIF) District. Redevelopment of this property will further the City’s mission
of promoting economic growth, improving area employment opportunities and expanding tax base.
Following successful completion of a recorded Developer’s Agreement, the selected developer
will receive credit against the market value of the property based upon the tax increment generated
by the project.
SECTION 1: INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS
Pursuant to the authority granted to it under MCA Title 7, Chapter 5, Part 43, the City of Kalispell
is soliciting a Request for Proposal from developers seeking to privately develop, finance,
construct, and manage a redevelopment project on what is currently a City owned parking lot
within Downtown Kalispell.
Five (5) copies of the proposal must be received by the City Clerk at 201 First Avenue East,
Kalispell, Montana, by 5:00 pm local time on Friday, January 1, 2021. Request for Proposals that
are faxed or emailed will not be accepted.
General questions pertaining to the project should be directed to Katharine King, Assistant
Director of Community Development, at kking@kalispell.com.
Proposers having questions or requiring clarification or interpretation of any section within this
RFP must address these issues via e‐mail or in writing to the RFP contact listed above on or before
December 14, 2020 at 5:00pm. Clear reference to the section, page, and item in question must be
included. Questions received after the deadline may not be considered.
A written response will be provided by December 17, 2020 at 5:00 pm to all questions received
by the December 14th deadline. The response will be by written addendum and will be posted on
the website with the RFP at www.kalispell.com/clerk/projects open by the close of business on the
date listed. Any other form of interpretation, correction, or change to this RFP will not be binding
upon the City of Kalispell.
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The City of Kalispell shall not be held responsible for any oral instructions. Any changes to this
RFP will be in the form of an addendum, which will be furnished to all registered RFP holders.
The City of Kalispell reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, to waive any informality or
irregularity in any proposal received, and to be the sole judge of the merits of the respective
proposal received.
SECTION 2: PROPOSAL
The City of Kalispell is requesting development proposals on a 17,500 s.f. parcel of land currently
utilized as a City parking lot located at the northwest corner of Main Street and 3rd Street West.
This property has been chosen due to its high visibility location along Main Street and is located
in the newly established Downtown Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District. Redevelopment of
this site will further the City’s mission of promoting economic growth and reinvestment,
improving area employment opportunities and expanding tax base. The developer will receive
credit against the market value of the property based upon the tax increment generated by the
completed project. The development is contingent upon successful completion of a recorded
Developer’s Agreement between the City and developer. The increase in taxable value due to new
construction & rehabilitation is estimated by the County Assessor’s office or State Department of
Revenue to determine tax generation. The City is accepting all development proposals provided
the proposer demonstrates their ability to meet the criteria outlined below. Any proposal will be
required to meet all applicable ordinances and policies including but not limited to Planning,
Building, Public Works and Parks Departments.
Following the proposal submittal, the City will hold an open house at City Hall where the proposals
will be shared with the public for review and comment. It is recommended that project developers
attend the open house to answer any questions the public may have regarding their proposed
project and listen to community input. The open house is intended to be for informational purposes
and gives the proposer the opportunity to showcase why their project should be chosen for the City
property.
Following selection, the successful proposer will execute a Developer’s Agreement with the City
of Kalispell outlining the obligations of both parties.
The RFP will be evaluated utilizing the following criteria. When a proposal is submitted,
documentation demonstrating adherence to the following criteria must be submitted.
•

Tax Generation – In order for the Downtown Kalispell TIF District to stay
economically healthy for the maximum benefit to the district and community, a project
is expected to generate new taxes. The increase in taxable value due to new construction
& rehabilitation is estimated by the County Assessor’s office or State Department of
Revenue to determine tax generation.

•

Applicant’s ability to perform – The proposer shall be able to demonstrate their ability
to construct, operate and maintain the proposed project based on experience, general
reputation and credit history.
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•

Timely Completion – The proposer shall demonstrate their ability to construct and
complete the proposed project within a two-years from the date of the recorded
Developer’s Agreement.

•

Management – The proposer shall demonstrate their ability to retain ownership of the
project long enough to complete construction, establish occupancy of no less than 75%,
establish property management systems, and initiate payment of all applicable taxes.

•

Plan Goals – The proposer shall demonstrate their project’s ability to significantly
further specific goals and policies found in the Downtown Kalispell Urban Renewal
Plan, The Downtown Plan, and Kalispell Growth Policy Plan-It 2035.

•

Building – The quality of development and overall aesthetics shall be beyond that
which is minimally required by International Building Codes (IBC).

•

Job Creation– The project shall create opportunities for new employment and
contribute to the economic vitality of the district and community in a variety of ways.
Projects creating five or more full-time equivalent jobs would be considered to have a
significant positive impact on the economic well-being of the district and will be given
greater priority. To receive priority consideration the newly created jobs must be at or
above the median county income level.

•

Deed Restriction – A proposer shall agree that a deed restriction will be placed on the
property prohibiting the property from being exempted from property taxes. In the
event the property was to transfer to a non-taxable entity, a payment in lieu of taxes
agreement must be in place to ensure continued tax revenues to the City and to the
Downtown TIF District for its period of existence.

•

Parking— At a minimum, the proposed project must accommodate the parking
requirements for its own development uses per applicable City zoning requirements.
Projects that provide additional parking either on or offsite that provides public benefit
will be given greater priority.

SECTION 3: SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
Proposals shall conform to the following format. Proposals that are incomplete; conditional;
obscure; or have irregularities of any kind are subject to disqualification. Each proposal must be
compiled and tabbed as described below in a loose-leaf binder and each page of the proposal must
be numbered. Proposers shall limit their proposals to no more than 25 double-sided pages.
Information included within the RFP may be used to evaluate firms as part of any criteria
regardless of where that information is found within the RFP. Information obtained from the RFP
and from any other relevant source may be used in the evaluation and selection process.
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A. Delivery of Proposals
Each proposer must submit the following in a sealed package marked with the proposer’s
name:
•
•

5 copies of the proposal, and
1 e-copy of the proposal on a flash drive or CD.

Proposals must be submitted to the address listed in section 1 above. Failure to comply with
the following criteria may be grounds for disqualification:
•
•
•

Receipt of submittal by the specific cut‐off date and time.
The number of originals and/or copies of the submittal specified.
Adherence to maximum page requirements.

B. Form of Proposals
Tab 1 – General Information
a. Cover Letter (1‐page) containing at a minimum: Company(s) name, contact name,
address, and email address.
b. Executive Summary (maximum 2 pages)
The Executive Summary is a concise narrative of the overall proposal. Each proposer
must note in its Executive Summary if someone other than the person listed on
Attachment A will serve as the proposer’s contact person for the proposal. If a joint
venture, the Executive Summary must identify the lead developer.
c. Completed Attachment A
d. Completed Attachment B
Tab 2 – Concept to Develop the Site
a. Completed “Attachment C” form
b. A narrative description of the proposed development, including square footages, uses,
height, building materials, etc. The narrative shall also include details for the operation
and management of the proposed development after completion of construction.
c. Drawings/Materials to be submitted (Buildings):
•

•

Architectural Site Plan / Roof Plan: (streets labeled, footprint/roof plan, layout,
dimensions, grades). This allows the board to understand how the building and site
work together and relate to the context of the site.
Landscape Plan: (species, sizes, count, etc.) Color strongly recommended on this
drawing. Allows the board to review and understand how the landscape supports
and softens the architecture.
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•

Exterior Elevations: Showing all sides of the building, in color (and ideally
shade/shadows), with materials that correctly represent the materials to be
installed. The landscaping should also be represented on these drawings as
properly as is possible. Include mechanical screening, trash enclosures, etc. 3dimensional drawings are required.
• Materials and color samples: Actual physical samples of the materials and colors
must be presented at the meeting.
• Photos of the site and neighborhood to provide context is recommended. They set
the stage for conversations of ‘how’ and ‘why’ a building does or does not fit into
its neighboring context.
d. Drawings/Materials for Signs:
•

•

•
•
•

Site Plan: Indicating location of each proposed sign and the location/size of each
existing sign. For freestanding signs, existing/proposed landscaping in the area of
the sign should be shown.
Drawing of Sign: Dimensioned drawing of proposed signage including color,
materials, structural supports, and lighting components. Wall signs should include
an elevation of the building showing the sign.
Materials and color samples: Actual physical samples of the materials and colors
to be presented at the meeting.
Photos of the site and neighborhood to provide context is recommended.
Proposed signage must comply with established City zoning requirements.

e. A comprehensive timeline with major milestones and all stages of the proposed
development including planning and design, entitlements, plan review, permits,
construction, occupancy and/or lease up. This timeline should detail any phasing for the
proposed development. Proposers shall include reasonable assumptions for the proposed
timeline.
f. A construction mitigation plan that identifies potential impacts to commercial neighbors,
as well as traffic on the streets and alley surrounding the site and outlines viable mitigation
strategies.
Tab 3 – Proposer’s Qualifications, Experience, and Financial Capacity
a. Clearly identify the key individuals and companies comprising the proposed
development team and each proposed development team member’s roles and
responsibilities for the proposed development.
b. Describe the proposed development team’s experience successfully financing,
developing, completing, and managing other projects of similar scale and complexity,
including the roles and responsibilities of each proposed development team member for
those projects. For each project included, the proposer shall include contact information
for at least one reference.
c. Provide clear and compelling information to demonstrate the proposer’s financial
capacity to successfully develop and complete the proposed development, including:
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•

A clear strategy to fund all proposed development costs, including specific details
on all funding sources as well as the types and amounts of equity, financing and
other funding sources for the proposed development.
• Documentation from potential lenders of interest in the proposed development.
• Documentation of other projects for which the proposer has successfully worked
with the proposed funding sources.
d. List and describe any litigation; arbitration; claims filed by your firm against any other
jurisdiction as a result of a contract dispute; any contract or negligence claims filed against
your company; premature termination from a services agreement within the last 3 years.
Tab 4 – Proposer’s Business Plan
a. Documentation of the proposed development’s feasibility, including:
• Research/market demand data that supports the proposed development.
b. A project budget clearly detailing and defining the proposed development’s costs,
including construction costs, soft costs, contingencies, and assumptions.
c. An operating pro forma for the proposed development, including all revenues, expenses,
debt service, taxes, and other assessments for at least 10 years, and assumptions.
d. Demonstrate the ability to perform the project within a two-year timeframe.
Tab 5 – Level of Return and Benefit to the City
a. Describe the tax, employment and other tangible public benefits generated by the
proposed development.
b. Specify any requested City assistance, including details such as the type of assistance,
length of agreement term, commencement and completion dates, etc. Any requests for
City assistance must:
• Be limited to assistance the City can reasonably accommodate.
SECTION 4: SELECTION PROCESS
A 5-member project evaluation committee will evaluate each RFP. The committee will be
comprised of the Development Services Director, Business Improvement District representative,
Architectural Review Committee representative, Urban Renewal Agency representative and
Revolving Loan Fund representative. The committee will take into consideration the public
comment received during the open house and the proposals will be scored according to the criteria
in section 3 as follows:
1. Concept to Develop Site (0-30 points)
2. Proposer’s Qualifications, Experience and Financial Capacity (0-25 points)
3. Proposer’s Business Plan (0-25 points)
4. Level of Return and Benefit to the City and/or Kalispell Community (0-20 points)
A decision may be reached based solely upon the content and quality of information contained
within the submitted proposal and participation in public open house. If interviews are determined
to be desirable, the proposers selected will meet with the Project Evaluation Committee for the
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interview. The purpose of the interview will be to expand on the information provided in the RFP,
not to repeat information already provided. Those firms selected for interviews will be provided
additional instruction by the City. Those firms not selected for further consideration will be
notified.
The following tentative schedule has been prepared for this project. Firms interested in this project
must be available on the interview meeting date.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Written questions from proposers on RFP due: 5:00 p.m., December
14, 2020
Pre-submittal meeting offered via Zoom: 2 p.m., December 15,
2020
Written response to questions from City by: 5:00 p.m., December 17, 2020
Proposals due: 5:00 p.m., January 4, 2021
Open House (location TBD): January 18, 2021
Amendments to proposals based of community feedback due:
February 22, 2021
Firms notified for interview: March 8, 2021
Interviews (if necessary): Anticipated the week of March 22, 2021
Anticipated Contract Date: April 5, 2021

Following the interviews, the Project Evaluation Committee will rank each consulting firm of this
RFP. Consideration will be given to the public comment received during the open house, written
proposal and any oral presentations or interviews. No other factors or criteria will be used in the
qualification ranking.
The highest ranked firm will be recommended to the City Council for contract award.
Requests for debriefings or selection decisions shall be made in writing to the City, Development
Services Department. All information submitted by firms and related Project Evaluation
Committee evaluations and rankings shall be considered confidential until after contract execution
and award by the City Council.
The City will enter into a negotiated contract upon selection of the firm for the project. The
commencement of negotiations does not commit the City to accept all the terms of the proposal
and negotiations may be terminated by the City at any time. These negotiations may result in minor
or material changes to the proposal, including both the business terms and the project. Successful
negotiations will result in an award recommendation to the City Council and a “Letter of Intent”
stating the City’s intent to enter a contract with the recommended proposer on specified business
terms. Following required approvals, City-drafted contracts addressing business terms and
performance benchmarks will be entered between the parties. The City reserves the right to reject,
in whole or in part, any or all proposals. The terms and conditions of any contract resulting from
this RFP process are subject to approval by the Kalispell City Council. If the selected firm
determines not to enter into a contract with the City, the City may then contact the second or third
highest ranked team until a contract is executed or may decide to terminate the selection process.
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SECTION 5: GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROPOSAL
All materials submitted by proposers shall become the property of the City and become a matter
of public record available for review. Each proposer shall mark any information submitted as part
of its proposal that the proposer deems confidential or proprietary (collectively Confidential
Information). If the City receives a request to review or disclose such Confidential Information,
the City will provide the proposer written notice of the request to allow the proposer the
opportunity to obtain a court order to prevent the disclosure or review of such Confidential
Information. The proposer must obtain and deliver to the Procurement Officer a court order within
seven calendar days of the date of the City’s written notice. If no court order is issued and received
by the Procurement Officer within the seven-day period, the City may disclose or allow the review
of such Confidential Information. If a proposer intends to seek a Court Order to shield its
Confidential Information, the protest period will be extended the same number of calendar days to
allow for this process.
The City of Kalispell reserves the right to reject any or all Statement of Qualifications or portions
thereof. The cost of preparing responses to this RFQ shall be borne by the respondents and shall
not be reimbursed by the City of Kalispell.
The City reserves the right to take any course of action the City deems appropriate at the City's
sole and absolute discretion, which may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waiving any defects or informalities in any proposal or proposing procedure.
Accepting or rejecting any or all proposals or any part of any or all proposals.
Canceling the RFP in part or in its entirety.
Reissuing the RFP with or without modification.
Negotiating with any qualified proposer.
Extending the deadline for proposals; and/or
Requesting additional information from any or all proposers.

The City reserves the right to disqualify any proposer that fails to provide information or data
requested herein or that provides materially inaccurate or misleading information or data. The City
reserves the right to disqualify any proposer on the basis of any real or apparent conflict of interest
that is disclosed by the proposals submitted or any other data available to the City. This
disqualification is at the sole discretion of the City. By submission of a proposal hereunder, the
proposer waives any right to object now or at any future time, before any body or agency, including
but not limited to, the City Council, or any court, as to the exercise by the City of such right to
disqualify or as to any disqualification by reason of real or apparent conflict of interest determined
by the City.
All persons or entities that respond to this RFP, including their employees, agents, representatives,
proposed partners, subcontractors, joint ventures, members, or any of their lobbyists and attorneys,
will refrain from any direct or indirect contact with any person who may play a part in the selection
process, including members of the evaluation committee, the City Manager, Department heads,
the Mayor and other members of the Kalispell City Council. As long as this RFP is not discussed,
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proposers may continue to conduct business with the City and discuss business that is unrelated to
this RFP.
Additionally, any proposer or any member or affiliate of a proposing team that currently contracts
with the City must be in good standing for its proposal to be considered responsive. For the purpose
of this RFP, good standing refers to compliance with all contractual provisions, including payment
of financial obligations.
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Development Services Department
201 1st Avenue East
Kalispell, MT 59901
Phone: (406) 758-7940
Fax: (406) 758-7739
www.kalispell.com/planning

REPORT TO:

Doug Russell, City Manager

FROM:

Jarod Nygren, Development Services Director

SUBJECT:

Work Session – CDBG Fund Re-allocation

MEETING DATE:

September 14, 2020

BACKGROUND: The Community Development Department is seeking guidance from the council
on the potential re-allocation of CDBG monies. There is currently approximately $500,000.00 in
funds that have been fully revolved and can be used for other purposes. Historically, these funds
have been used to make small loans to Kalispell businesses. Given the limited ability for City staff
to make small business loans it is prudent to discuss the potential re-allocation of the funds. The
only limitations to the re-allocation of the funds is that the monies have to be used in a way that
they meet one of the three national objectives listed below:
•

Benefit to low and moderate income (LMI) persons;

•

Aid in prevention or elimination of slums or blight; and

•

Meet a need having a particular urgency.

There are a number of potential projects where the monies could be re-allocated to create a lasting
benefit to the community while meeting the national objectives outlined above. At the work session
staff will outline the status of the funds and facilitate a discussion on some potential projects that
the City could undertake with the funds moving forward.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the Kalispell City Council discuss the fund reallocation and direct staff accordingly.
ALTERNATIVES: As suggested by the City Council.
FISCAL EFFECTS: No fiscal impacts at this time.
ATTACHMENTS: CDBG National Objectives Summary

CHAPTER 3: NATIONAL OBJECTIVES
CHAPTER PURPOSE & CONTENTS
This chapter provides a summary of the three national objectives of the program, the category
for meeting the three national objectives as well as selecting and documenting the appropriate
national objective for activities funded by grantees.
SECTION

TOPIC

PAGE

3.1

Introduction to National Objectives

3-1

3.2

Benefit to LMI Persons

3-2

3.3

Elimination of Slums and Blight

3-12

3.4

Urgent Need

3-14

3.5

LMI Benefit Expenditures

3-15

3.6

Choosing the Right National Objective

3-17

3.7

Documenting National Objectives

3-18

3.1 Introduction to National Objectives
 This section provides general background on the national objectives and an overview of the
possible approaches.
Key Topics in This Section

 Overview of the three national objectives

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

Section 101(c), Section 104(b)(3), 105(c)
§570.208

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 CDBG Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for
Entitlement Communities
– Chapter 3: Meeting a National Objective

 The authorizing statute of the CDBG program requires that each activity funded, except for
program administration and planning activities, must meet one of three national objectives.
The three national objectives are:
– Benefit to low- and moderate- income (LMI) persons;
– Aid in the prevention or elimination of slums or blight; and
– Meet a need having a particular urgency (referred to as urgent need).

 An activity that does not meet a national objective is not compliant with CDBG requirements
and may be subject to remedial actions.

 The following exhibit depicts the different categories associated with each of the national
objectives.

Basically CDBG (May 2014)
HUD, Office of Block Grant Assistance
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NATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

LOW/MOD
Area
Benefit

Housing

Limited
Clientele

Jobs

SLUM/BLIGHT
Area
Basis

URGENT
NEED

Spot
Basis

Urban
Renewal

 Each national objective and the categories are discussed in further detail in the following
sections of this chapter.

 This chapter will also explore the strategic decisions grantees can make when qualifying an
eligible activity under a national objective. It is possible for an activity to qualify under more
than one national objective, although only one national objective may be selected for an
activity. Additionally, activities can qualify under more than one category. This chapter will
discuss considerations for making a decision regarding which category works best for an
eligible activity.

 HUD has developed a matrix of the national objectives, eligible activities and IDIS matrix
codes. Grantees may wish to refer to this matrix when selecting national objectives. A copy
is attached to the IDIS chapter of this manual.

3.2 Benefit to Low and Moderate Income Persons or
Households
 This section describes each of the possible LMI national objectives.
Key Topics in This Section

 Overview of the primary objective and associated expenditure
cap
 Area benefit activities (LMA)
 Limited Clientele Activities (LMC)
 Housing Activities (LMH)
 Job Creation and Retention Activities (LMJ)

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

Section 101(c), Section 104(b)

Basically CDBG (May 2014)
HUD, Office of Block Grant Assistance
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§570.1, §570.200(a)(3), §570.208(a)
Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
– Chapter 3: Meeting a National Objective
– Chapter 4: Overall Expenditure Level –Benefit to LMI Persons
– Appendix D: Determining Service Areas
 CPD Notice 05-06: US HUD Suggested Survey Methodology to
Determine the Percentage of LMI Persons in the Service Area of a
Community Development Block Grant-Funded Activity

 The LMI national objective is often referred to as the “primary” national objective because the
statute requires that recipients expend 70 percent of their CDBG funds to benefit LMI
persons.

 Additional information on how to meet the 70 percent test and certification to HUD is located
later in this chapter.

 In addition to meeting the 70 percent test, applicants must ensure that the activities
proposed, when taken as a whole, will not benefit moderate-income persons to the exclusion
of low-income persons. This does not mean that each activity has to include both low- and
moderate income beneficiaries, but it further ensures that the CDBG program will primarily
benefit low-income persons.

 This section covers the four categories that can be used to meet the LMI national objective:
– Area benefit activities;
– Limited clientele activities;
– Housing activities; or
– Job creation or retention activities

3.2.1 Low Mod Area Benefit (LMA)
 The area benefit category is the most commonly used national objective for activities that
benefit a residential neighborhood. An area benefit activity is one that benefits all residents in
a particular area, where at least 51 percent of the residents are LMI persons.

 Examples of area benefit activities may include the following when they are located in a
predominately LMI neighborhood:
– Acquisition of land to be used as a neighborhood park;
– Construction of a health clinic;
– Improvements to public infrastructure like the installation of gutters and sidewalks; and
– Development of a community center.

 The activities listed above benefit all LMI residents in a service area and thus are the type of
activities that may qualify under the LMI area benefit category for the purposes of meeting a
national objective.

Basically CDBG (May 2014)
HUD, Office of Block Grant Assistance
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 Grantees are responsible for determining the service area of an activity. HUD will generally
accept a grantee’s determination as long as it complies with CDBG regulations.
– The factors that should be considered in making a determination regarding the service
area include:
 The nature of the activity:
In general the size and the equipment associated with the activity should be taken into
consideration. A small park with a limited number of slides and benches would not be
expected to a large neighborhood. In the same way, a larger park that can
accommodate a considerable number of people would not be expected to serve just
the immediately adjacent properties. The same applies to improvements or
assistance to an alleyway versus a small two-lane street versus an arterial four-lane
street within the same neighborhood. The service area for each of these infrastructure
projects will be different in size and population.
 The location of the activity:
In general, the immediate area surrounding a facility or improvement is expected to be
included in the service area. Additionally, when a facility is located near the boundary
of a particular neighborhood, its service area could likely include portions of the
adjacent neighborhood as well as the one in which it is located.
 Accessibility issues:
Geographic barriers can separate and preclude persons residing in a nearby area
from taking advantage of a facility or improvement. Other limits to accessibility can
include access fees, language barriers, time or duration that an activity is available,
access to transportation and parking, etc.
 The availability of comparable activities:
Comparable activities within the service area should be taken into account so that the
service area does not overlap with the service area of another comparable activity.
 Boundaries for facilities and public services:
The service area for some public facilities and services are determined based on
specified and established boundaries or districts. Examples of such services and
facilities are police precincts, fire stations, and schools.
– If the service area has not already been identified for an activity, the grantee has to
determine the service area before CDBG assistance can be provided under the LMI Area
Benefit category.

 An area is considered to meet the test of being LMI if there is a sufficiently large percentage
(51 percent) of LMI persons residing in the service area as determined by:
– The most recently available decennial Census/American Community Survey (ACS)
information, together with the Section 8 income limits that would have applied at the time
the income information was collected by the Census Bureau; or
– A current survey of the residents of the service area.

 With respect to using Census/American Community Survey (ACS) information to document
that the service area qualifies, grantees can obtain the following data:
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– A listing of all census tracts and block groups in the community’s jurisdiction;
– The number of persons that resided in each such tract/block group at the time of the last
census; and
– The percentage of such persons who were LMI (based on the CDBG definition) at that
time.

 The above data (low/mod income summary data (LMISD)) is available directly from HUD
online at: http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/systems/census/statemap.cfm.

 If the proposed activity’s service area is generally the same as a census tract or block group,
then the Census data may be used to justify the income characteristics of the area served.

 Additionally, grantees can compute the percentage of LMI persons in multiple census tracts
and block groups because the data includes both the total number of persons as well as the
number of LMI persons within a tract and block group.

 HUD permits an exception to the LMI area benefit requirement that an area contain 51
percent LMI residents. This exception applies to entitlement communities that have few, if
any, areas within their jurisdiction that have 51 percent or more LMI residents. These
communities are allowed to use a percentage less than 51 percent to qualify activities under
the LMI Benefit category.
– This exception is referred to as the “exception criteria” or the “upper quartile”.
– A grantee qualifies for this exception when fewer than one quarter of the populated block
groups in its jurisdictions contain 51 percent or more LMI persons.
– In such communities, activities must serve an area which contains a percentage of LMI
residents that is within the upper quartile of all Census block groups within its jurisdiction
in terms of the degree of concentration of LMI residents.
– HUD assesses each grantee’s census block groups to determine whether a grantee
qualifies to use this exception and identifies the alternative percentage the grantee may
use instead of 51 percent for the purpose of qualifying activities under the LMI area
benefit category.
– HUD determines the lowest proportion a grantee may use to qualify an area for this
purpose and advises the grantee accordingly.

 HUD uses the following steps in computing the upper quartile for a given community:
– Identifies the total number of block groups in the grantee’s jurisdiction;
– Subtracts the block groups with zero persons to determine the net number of block groups
in the jurisdiction;
– Arranges the remaining block groups in descending order, based on LMI residents in the
block group;
– Computes the last block group in the upper quartile by multiplying the net number of block
groups by 25 percent; and
– Applies the “exception criteria” if the percentage of LMI persons in the last census block
group in the top quartile is less than 51 percent.
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 Grantees which qualify for the exception criteria may use CDBG funds for area benefit
activities in any service area, whether or not located in a block group in the highest quartile, if
the percentage of LMI persons in the service area is equal to or exceeds the upper quartile
percentage.

 If the grantee will use the exception criteria, the percentage of LMI persons in the service
area must be determined by use of the Census data provided by HUD.
– This is because the “upper quartile” was determined using Census data collected at the
point in time of the use of CDBG funds.

 Income surveys are often used to determine LMI area in one of two instances:
– If HUD data does not indicate the service area contains at least 51 percent LMI persons or
if a grantee decides it would be more appropriate to use a methodologically sound survey.
This could be based on a change in either population or income of the area since the
Decennial Census.
– Also, when the service area is not generally the same as a census tract or block group,
then the grantee should conduct household surveys to determine the LMI percentage for
the service area.

 The survey instrument and methodology must be approved by HUD for the purpose of
establishing the percentage of LMI persons in a service area.
– A survey must meet standards of statistical reliability that are comparable to that of the
Decennial Census/American Community Survey data for areas of similar size.
– Additional guidance is available in CPD Notice 05-06.

 Finally, the service area of the activity must be primarily residential and the activity must
meet the identified needs of LMI persons.
– An activity with a service area that is not primarily residential may not qualify under the
LMI area benefit category even if the activity provides benefits to all residents in the
service area and 51 percent of the residents are LMI persons.
– This requirement does not apply to the location of the activity itself but rather the service
area of the activity. As such it does not mean that activities located in commercial districts
cannot be qualified under the LMI area benefit category on the virtue of their geography.
The primarily residential test is applied to the service area of the activity.
 For example, activities that support the infrastructure of a commercial district
composed of institutions and firms that serve a national and international clientele will
not qualify under LMI area benefit.
 In contrast, if the commercial district is composed of stores and businesses that serve
local customers such that the service area boundaries of the commercial district is
around a primarily residential area with the requisite percentage of LMI residents, the
activity qualifies under the LMI area benefit category.

 Activities under Public Facilities and Improvements and some Public Service activities (e.g.
police or fire services) tend to provide benefits to all residents in the service area.
Additionally, public schools can be qualified under LMI area benefit because of the affect a
school may have on the value of the residential property in the area. Public schools are
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considered to benefit all the residents of the service area and may qualify under this
category.

 There are activities and facilities that are located in a service area but are designed to meet
special needs. These activities cannot be qualified under this category. For example, a
senior center would qualify under the LMI limited clientele category and not the LMI area
benefit category.

 With respect to exceptions and special situations, the statute allows two kinds of area benefit
activities to meet the national objective of benefit to LMI persons even when the general
requirements of the area benefit category cannot be met. The two kinds of area benefit
activities are described below:
911 Systems (§ 570.208(a)(1)(iii))
With prior HUD approval, a grantee may develop, establish and operate for up to two
years after the establishment, a uniform emergency telephone number system serving
an area having less than the percentage of LMI persons otherwise required.
Special Assessments (§ 570.208(a)(1)(iv))
The use of CDBG funds to pay special assessments levied against residential properties
that are owned and occupied by LMI persons will qualify under the LMI area benefit
category provided that this is the only use of CDBG funds in the financing of a public
improvement. The activity will qualify even if the public improvement provides a benefit
to all the residents of an area.

 Finally, there are two special situations that can meet the national objective of benefiting LMI
persons under either the area benefit category or the job creation or retention category, at
the option of the grantee.
1. Activities undertaken pursuant to a HUD approved Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy
Area (NRSA) for the purpose of creating or retaining jobs, and
2. Activities carried out for the purpose of creating or retaining jobs by a Community
Development Financial Institution (CDFI) whose charter limits its investment area to a
primarily residential area consisting of at least 51 percent LMI persons.

3.2.2 Low Mod Limited Clientele (LMC)
 The limited clientele category is a second way to qualify specific activities under the LMI
benefit national objective. Under this category, 51 percent of the beneficiaries of an activity
have to be LMI persons.

 In contrast to the area benefit category, it is not the LMI concentration of the service area of
the activity that determines whether the activity will qualify or not, but rather the actual
number of LMI persons that benefit from the activity.

 Activities in this category provide benefits to a specific group of persons rather than everyone
in an area. It may benefit particular persons without regard to their residence, or it may be
an activity that provides a benefit to only particular persons within a specific area.

 Examples of activities that qualify under the limited clientele category include:
– Acquisition of a building to be converted into a shelter for the homeless;
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– Rehabilitation of a center for training severely disabled persons to enable them to live
independently;
– Clearance of a structure from the future site of an neighborhood center that will
exclusively serve the elderly; and
– Public service activities like the provision of health services.

 The listed examples qualify under the limited clientele category because the beneficiaries
can be identified as LMI residents.

 With respect to determining the beneficiaries of activities as LMI and qualifying under the
limited clientele category, activities must meet one of the following tests:
– Benefit a clientele that is generally presumed to be principally LMI. This presumption
covers abused children, battered spouses, elderly persons, severely disabled adults (see
the box below), homeless persons, illiterate adults, persons living with AIDS and migrant
farm workers; or
– Require documentation on family size and income in order to show that at least 51
percent of the clientele are LMI; or
– Have income eligibility requirements limiting the activity to LMI persons only; or
– Be of such a nature and in such a location that it can be concluded that clients are
primarily LMI. An example is a day care center that is designed to serve residents of a
public housing complex.

 In addition, the following activities may qualify under the limited clientele national objective:
– Removal of architectural barriers to the mobility of elderly persons or the severely
disabled will be presumed to qualify under this category if it is restricted, to the extent
practicable, to the removal of such barriers by assisting
 The reconstruction of a public facility or improvement or portion thereof, that does not
qualify under the area benefit category;
 The rehabilitation of a privately owned nonresidential building or improvement that
does not qualify under area benefit or job creation or retention category: or
 The rehabilitation of common areas in a residential structure that contains more than
one dwelling unit and that does not qualify under the LMI housing category for meeting
national objectives.
– Microenterprise activities carried out in accordance with the HUD regulations when the
person owning or developing the microenterprise is LMI; or
– Activities that provide training and other employment support services when the
percentage of persons assisted is less than 51 percent LMI may qualify if: the proportion
of total cost borne by CDBG is no greater than the proportion of LMI persons assisted;
and when the service assists businesses, CDBG is only used in the project to pay for the
job training and/or supportive services.

 There are two sets of activities that are precluded from qualifying under this category based
on statutory limitations:
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– Acquisition, construction, or rehabilitation of property for housing, including
homeownership assistance must qualify under the housing national objective which will be
discussed below in further detail.
– Creation or retention of jobs generally qualify under the jobs or the area benefit category
of the LMI benefit national objective.

Definition of Severely Disabled
Persons are considered severely disabled if they:
• Use a wheelchair or another special aid for 6 months or longer;
• Are unable to perform one or more functional activities (seeing, hearing, having one’s speech understood, lifting
and carrying, walking up a flight of stairs and walking);
• Need assistance with activities of daily living (getting around inside the home, getting in or out of bed or a chair,
bathing, dressing, eating and toileting) or instrumental activities of daily living (going outside the home, keeping
track of money or bills, preparing meals, doing light housework and using the telephone);
• Are prevented from working at a job or doing housework;
• Have a selected condition including autism, cerebral palsy, Alzheimer’s disease, senility or dementia or mental
retardation; or
• Are under 65 years of age and are covered by Medicare or receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI).

3.2.3 Low Mod Housing Activities (LMH)
 The housing category of LMI benefit national objective qualifies activities that are undertaken
for the purpose of providing or improving permanent residential structures which, upon
completion, will be occupied by LMI households.

 Examples of eligible activities include, but are not limited to:
– Acquisition of an apartment house to provide dwelling units to LMI households at
affordable rents, where at least 51 percent of the units will be occupied by LMI
households;
– Site improvements on publicly-owned land to serve a new apartment structure to be
rented to LMI households at affordable rents;
– Housing rehabilitation for single family units;
– Conversion of an abandoned warehouse to be reconfigured into new apartments, where
at least 51 percent of the units will be occupied by LMI households at affordable rents.

 In order to meet the housing LMI national objective, structures with one unit must be
occupied by a LMI household. If the structure contains two units, at least one unit must be
LMI occupied. Structures with three or more units must have at least 51percent occupied by
LMI households.
– Rental buildings under common ownership and management that are located on the same
or contiguous properties may be considered as a single structure.
– For rental housing, occupancy by LMI households must be at affordable rents, consistent
with standards adopted and publicized by the grantee.
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 Under the following limited circumstances, structures with less than 51 percent LMI
occupants may be assisted:
– Assistance is for an eligible activity that reduces the development cost of new construction
of non-elderly, multi-family rental housing; and
– At least 20 percent of the units will be occupied by LMI households at an affordable rent; and
– The proportion of cost borne by CDBG funds is no greater than the proportion to be
occupied by LMI households.

 When housing activities are conducted by a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI)
or as part of an approved NRSA, multiple units (e.g. scattered site housing) may be aggregated
for the purposes of meeting the LMI housing national objective.
– NOTE: This flexibility does not apply to activities under the Direct Homeownership
Assistance eligibility category (570.201(n)).
– Please refer to the chapter on Revitalization Areas for more information.

 There are a number of activities that generally do not qualify under the LMI Housing national
objective. These include code enforcement, interim assistance, microenterprise assistance,
public services, and special economic development activities.

3.2.4 Low Mod Job Creation or Retention Activities (LMJ)
 The job creation and retention LMI benefit national objective addresses activities designed to
create or retain permanent jobs, at least 51 percent of which (computed on a full-time
equivalent basis) will be made available to or held by LMI persons.

 Some examples of activities that qualify when at least 51 percent of jobs created/retained will
be for LMI persons include:
– Clearance activities on a site slated for a new business;
– Rehabilitation activity that will correct code violations and enable a business to survive
and retain jobs;
– Financial assistance to a manufacturer for the expansion of its facilities that is expected to
create permanent jobs; and
– Assistance to expand a small house cleaning service with four employees that agrees to
hire three additional LMI employees.

 The following requirements must be met for jobs to be considered created or retained.
– If grantees fund activities that create jobs, there must be documentation indicating that at
least 51 percent of the jobs will be held by, or made available to, LMI persons.
– For funded activities that retain jobs, there must be sufficient information documenting that
the jobs would have been lost without the CDBG assistance and that one or both of the
following applies to at least 51 percent of the jobs:
 The job is held by a LMI person; or
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 The job can reasonably be expected to turn over within the following two years and
steps will be taken to ensure that the job will be filled by, or made available to, a LMI
person.

 The following requirements apply for jobs to be considered available to or held by LMI
persons.
– Created or retained jobs are only considered to be available to LMI persons when:
 Special skills that can only be acquired with substantial training or work experience or
education beyond high school are not a prerequisite to fill such jobs, or the business
agrees to hire unqualified persons and provide training; and
 The grantee and the assisted business take actions to ensure that LMI persons receive
first consideration for filling such jobs.
– Created or retained jobs are only considered to be held by LMI persons when the job is
actually held by a LMI person.

 For the purpose of determining if the preceding requirements are met, a person may be
presumed to be LMI if:
– He/she resides in a Census tract/block numbering area that has a 20 percent poverty rate
(30 percent poverty rate if the area includes the central business district); and the area
evidences pervasive poverty and general distress; or
– He/she resides in a Census tract/block numbering area where at least 70 percent of the
residents are LMI.

 Jobs created or retained by assisted businesses may also be presumed to be LMI if the job
and business are located in an area that:
– Has a 20 percent poverty rate (30 percent poverty rate if the area includes the central
business district) and the area evidences pervasive poverty and general distress

 To determine if an area evidences pervasive poverty and general distress, the following
standards are applicable
– All block groups in the census tract have poverty rates of at least 20 percent;
– The specific activity being undertaken is located in a block group that has a poverty rate of
at least 20 percent; or
– Upon the written request of the grantee, HUD determines that the census tract exhibits
other objectively determinable signs of general distress such as high incidence of crime,
narcotics use, homelessness, abandoned housing, and deteriorated infrastructure or
substantial population decline.

 As a general rule, each assisted business shall be considered to be a separate activity for
purposes of determining whether the activity qualifies under the job creation and retention
category for meeting a national objective.

 However, in certain cases, such as where CDBG funds are used to acquire, develop or
improve a real property (e.g., a business incubator or an industrial park), the requirement
may be met by measuring jobs in the aggregate for all the businesses that locate on the
property, provided such businesses are not otherwise assisted by CDBG funds.
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 Additionally, where CDBG funds are used to pay for the staff and overhead costs of an entity
making loans to businesses from non-CDBG funds, this requirement may be met by aggregating
the jobs created by all of the businesses receiving loans during the program year.

 As mentioned under the area benefit category, certain job creation or retention activities
carried out by a CDFI or under a Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy can meet the national
objective of benefiting LMI persons under either category. In these instances, the grantee
will decide which category it will use to qualify the activity and record the decision in program
files so that HUD will know which category is being applied.

3.3 Elimination of Slums and Blight
 This section highlights the national objectives related to the elimination of slums and blight.
Key Topics in This Section

 Overview of elimination of slums and blight
– Area basis (SBA)
– Spot basis (SBS)
– Urban renewal (SBR)

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

Section 101(c), Section 104(b)(3), Section 105(c)
§570.208(b)

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
- Chapter 3: Meeting a National Objective

 The focus of activities under this national objective is a change in the physical environment of
a deteriorating area. This contrasts with the LMI benefit national objective where the goal is
to ensure that funded activities benefit LMI persons.

 This difference in focus has an impact on the information that is required to asses the
qualifications of an activity. Under the LMI benefit national objective, determining the number
of LMI persons that actually or could potentially benefit from an activity is central to qualifying
the activity. Under the elimination of slums and blight national objective, determining the
extent of and physical conditions that contribute to blight is central to qualifying an activity.
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 There are three categories that can be used to qualify activities under this national objective:
– Prevent or eliminate slums and blight on an area basis;
– Prevent or eliminate slum and blight on a spot basis; or
– Be in an urban renewal area.

3.3.1 Slum Blight Area Basis (SBA)
 This category covers activities that aid in the prevention or elimination of slums or blight in a
designated area. Examples of activities that qualify when they are located within the slum or
blighted area include
– Rehabilitation of substandard housing located in a designated blighted area when the
housing is brought to standard condition;
– Infrastructure improvements in a deteriorated area; and
– Economic development assistance in the form of a low-interest loan to a business as an
inducement to locate a branch store in a redeveloping blighted area.

 To qualify under this category, the area in which the activity occurs must be designated as
slum or blighted. The following tests apply:
– The designated area in which the activity occurs must meet the definition of a slum,
blighted, deteriorated or deteriorating area under state or local law;
– Additionally, the area must meet either one of the two conditions specified below:
 Public improvements throughout the area are in a general state of deterioration; or
 At least 25 percent of the properties throughout the area exhibit one or more of the
following:
•

Physical deterioration of buildings/improvements;

• Abandonment of properties;
• Chronic high occupancy turnover rates or chronic high vacancy rates in commercial
or industrial buildings;
• Significant declines in property values or abnormally low property values relative to
other areas in the community; or
• Known or suspected environmental contamination.
– Documentation must be maintained by the grantee on the boundaries of the area and the
conditions that qualified the area at the time of its designation. The designation of an area
as slum or blighted must be re-determined every 10 years for continued qualifications.

 Finally, eligible activities must address one or more of the identified conditions that
contributed to the deterioration of the area.

 NOTE: When undertaking residential rehab in a slum/blight area, the building must be
considered substandard under local definition and all deficiencies making the building
substandard must be eliminated before less critical work is undertaken.
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3.3.2 Slum Blight Spot Basis (SBS)
 These are activities that eliminate specific conditions of blight or physical decay on a spot
basis and are not located in a slum or blighted area. Examples include:
– Acquisition and demolition of a dilapidated property;
– Rehabilitation of a decayed community center that eliminates code violations that are
detrimental to the health and safety of potential occupants like faulty wiring, falling plaster,
or other similar conditions;
– Preservation of a deteriorated building of historic significance; and
– Financial assistance to a business to demolish a decayed structure

 Activities under this category are limited to acquisition, clearance, relocation, historic
preservation, remediation of environmentally contaminated properties, and building
rehabilitation activities.

 Furthermore, rehabilitation is limited to the extent necessary to eliminate a specific condition
detrimental to public health and safety.

3.3.3 Slum Blight Urban Renewal Area (SBR)
 These are activities located within an Urban Renewal project area or Neighborhood
Development Program (NDP) action area that are necessary to complete an Urban Renewal
Plan.

 A copy of the Urban Renewal Plan in effect at the time the CDBG activity is carried out,
including maps and supporting documentation, must be maintained for record keeping
purposes.

 This national objective category is rarely used as there are only a handful of communities
with open Urban Renewal Plans.

3.4 Urgent Need (URG)
 This section describes the urgent need national objective.
Key Topics in This Section

 Overview of urgent need

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

Section 101(c), 104(b)(3), 105(c)
§570.208(c)

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
- Chapter 3: Meeting a National Objective

 Use of the urgent need national objective category is rare. It is designed only for activities
that alleviate emergency conditions. Examples include:
– Acquisition of property located in a flood plain that was severely damaged by a recent
flood;
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– Public facility improvements like the reconstruction of a publicly-owned hospital that was
severely damaged by a tornado;
– Demolition of structures that are severely damaged by a major earthquake;
– Public services like additional police protection to prevent looting in an area damaged by a
recent hurricane;
– Interim assistance such as emergency treatment of health problems caused by a flood;
and
– Special economic development assistance to a grocery store that was damaged by an
earthquake.

 Urgent need qualified activities must meet the following criteria:
– The existing conditions must pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare
of the community;
– The existing conditions are of recent origin or recently became urgent (generally, within
the past 18 months);
– The grantee is unable to finance the activity on its own; and
– Other sources of funding are not available.

3.5 LMI Benefit Expenditures
 Grantees are required to expend a substantial portion of their funds in order to benefit LMI
persons. This section describes the calculation of LMI benefit.
Key Topics in This Section

 Expenditure requirement
 Meeting the requirement
– Excluded expenditures
– Activities that meet the requirement
 Examples:
– Excluded housing activity expenditures
– LMI calculation

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

Section 101(c), Section 104(b), 105(c)
§570.200(a)(3)

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
– Chapter 4: Overall Expenditures Level – Benefit to L/M Income
Persons

 The primary national objective of the CDBG Program is the development of viable urban
communities principally for LMI persons.

 To meet the primary national objective, the CDBG regulations require that grantees expend
not less than 70 percent of CDBG funds for activities that benefit LMI persons.
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– Planning and administrative costs are excluded from the LMI benefit calculation.
– Activities meeting this requirement are those which qualify under one of the four LMI
benefit national objective category:
 Area basis;
 Limited clientele;
 Housing activities; or
 Job creation or retention.
– The percentage calculation is based on aggregate CDBG expenditures over a period
specified by the grantee (up to three years) in a certification to HUD. The certification must
be included in grantee’s annual Consolidated Plan action plan submission.

LMI Calculation Example
Total entitlement grant amount

$1,000,000

Less actual planning and admin (up to 20 percent)

(200,000)

Equals amount subject to LMI calculation

$800,000

Multiplied by 70 percent

x 0.70

Equals minimum to benefit LMI

$560,000

Amount subject to LMI calculation

$800,000

Less LMI minimum

(560,000)

Equals maximum allowable for slum/blight and urgent needs activities

$240,000

* NOTE: This example is for illustrative purposes only. It does not demonstrate the
calculation for grantees on a multi-year certification cycle, and does not take into account
program income.

 Due to the 70 percent LMI benefit standard, grantees must limit expenditures under the
Slum/Blight and Urgent Need national objectives in order to meet the LMI expenditure
requirement.

 Under housing activities, the expended funds that count towards the 70 percent requirement
may be limited depending on number of LMI units in the housing structure and the amount of
the CDBG funds expended on the structure.
– To determine the amount expended under housing activities that counts towards the 70
percent requirement, grantees should take the following steps:
 Divide the number of units in an assisted structure that is occupied by LMI households
by the total number of units to determine the percentage of units that are or must be
occupied by LMI households;
 Multiply the total costs of the assisted activity (including those paid for with CDBG and
non-CDBG funds) by the percentage of units that are occupied by LMI households; and
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 Exclude the amount of CDBG funds expended for the assisted structure that is in
excess of the amount calculated in the above step.

Excluded Housing Activity Expenditures Example
Number of units occupied by LMI households

4

Total number of units in assisted structure

6

Divide number of units occupied by LMI households by total number of
units in assisted structure and multiple by 100

(4/6) * 100
67%

Equals percent of LMI units in structure
Total cost of the housing activity (all sources of funds)

$300,000

Multiplied by percent of LMI units in structure
(i.e. proportion of housing costs attributed to LMI units)

$200,000

CDBG assistance to the structure

$250,000

Excess CDBG funds that have to be excluded from LM expenditures

$50,000

* NOTE: This example is for illustrative purposes only.

3.6 Choosing the Right National Objective
 Grantees may have options regarding which national objective is used for a particular
activity. This section provides tips on selecting the right national objective.
Key Topics in This Section

 Activities that meet more than one national objective
 Selecting the most appropriate national objective

Regulatory/Statutory Citations

§570.200(a)(3), §570.208

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
– Chapter 3: National Objectives

 Activities may qualify for more than one national objective category. If an activity meets the
LMI benefit national objective, then the best decision for most grantees will be to use the LMI
benefit national objective because of the 70 percent requirement associated with that
national objective.

 For the activities that meet more than one national objective, grantees may find it useful to
document compliance with all the applicable national objectives, especially if there is some
uncertainly regarding the ability of an activity to meet the chosen national objective upon
completion.

 For example, grantees may have concern that an activity qualifying on the basis of creating
jobs may not meet the test that at least 51 percent of the jobs created will benefit LMI
persons. If the activity could also qualify under the slum/blight area category, the grantee
may be best served by documenting compliance with both national objectives. This way, if
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the activity does not meet the LMI job creation criteria the grantee can switch the activity to
the slum/blight area national objective rather than have the activity in non-compliance with
CDBG rules. Note that switching the activity from LMI benefit to slum/blight area may affect
the grantees certification that 70 percent of expenditures are associated with the LMI benefit
national objective, so grantees should proceed with precaution.

3.7 Documenting National Objectives
 It is critical that grantees document the results of their activities and the related national
objective. This section highlights required national objective documentation.
Key Topics in This Section






Regulatory/Statutory Citations

§570.208, §570.506(b)

Other Reference Materials on This Topic

 Guide to National Objectives and Eligible Activities for Entitlement
Communities
- Chapter 3: National Objectives

Timing of documentation activities
Documenting LMI Benefit national objective
Documenting Prevention/Elimination of Slums or Blight
Documenting Urgent Need

 Grantees must maintain records that funded activities meet one of the national objectives.
The records depend on the national objective category.

 The Performance Measurement, Reporting, Record Keeping and Monitoring chapter in this
manual, Chapter 13, has more details regarding records that must be maintained to
document compliance with CDBG regulations, including records on meeting national
objectives.

 The timing of documentation for activities is an important consideration. Compliance with
national objectives can be documented upfront for a number of the categories. For example,
compliance documentation for the following national objectives can be established upfront:
– Under the national objective of benefit to LMI persons, the LMI area benefit;
– Under the national objective of elimination of slums or blight, all three categories (area
basis, spot basis, and urban renewal); and
– The urgent need national objective.

 Some national objectives have to be documented over time. For example, it is likely that the
future occupants of a rental rehabilitation activity cannot be identified up-front. Compliance
with the LMI Housing requirement that 51 percent of the occupants have to be LMI
households, will require collecting documentation demonstrating compliance during the
lease-up period and until the national objective is met.

 In the same way, future hires of created jobs cannot be identified and documentation of
compliance cannot be obtained upfront. Rather, hires by the assisted business have to be
monitored over a period of time.
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3.7.1 Benefit to LMI Persons
LMI Area Benefit
 The following records will demonstrate compliance under this national objective category:
– Boundaries of service area;
– Percentage of LMI persons that reside in the service area; and
– The data used for determining percentage of LMI persons.

LMI Limited Clientele
 One of the following five types of records must be kept:
1. Documentation showing that the activity is designed for exclusive use by a segment of
the population presumed by HUD to be LMI persons; or
2. Documentation describing how the nature and the location of the activity establishes that
it will be used predominantly by LMI persons; or
3. Data showing the family size and annual income of each person receiving the benefit; or
4. Data showing that barriers to mobility or accessibility have been removed and how the
barrier removal was restricted to the extent feasible to one of the particular cases
authorized under this category; or
5. Documentation showing that the activity qualifies under the special conditions regarding
job services where less than 51 percent of the persons benefiting are LMI persons.

LMI Housing
 The following records must be maintained:
– A written agreement with each landlord or developer receiving CDBG assistance. The
agreement must specify
 The total number of dwelling units in each multi-unit structure, and
 The number of those units which will be occupied by LMI households after assistance.
– Total cost of the activity, including both CDBG and non CDBG funds
– The household size and income eligibility for each of the LMI households occupying
assisted units
– For rental housing
 The rent charged (or to be charged) after assistance for each dwelling unit in each
assisted structure; and
 Documentation of compliance with the locally established standards for housing that is
“affordable to LMI households”.
– When assisting structures with less than 51 percent LMI occupants, documentation of
qualification under the special conditions:
 Number of units to be occupied by LMI households at an affordable rent;
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 Total development cost of new construction; and
 Amount of CDBG funds expended for activity.
– When aggregating scattered sites, documentation of the basis for aggregating scattered
sites and considering them as a single structure.
– When assisting with the delivery costs of HOME assisted projects and assistance,
evidence that housing projects and/or tenant based rental assistance achieves HOME
income targeting requirements.

 While compliance with the housing national objective is based on the initial occupancy of the
housing following completion of the CDBG-assisted activity, grantees are urged to establish
their own requirements for replacing such households with other LMI households whenever
the assisted unit becomes vacant within a period of time following completion that is
commensurate with the amount of CDBG financial assistance that was provided to the
developer.

 Another consideration when documenting compliance is that occupancy of the unit may not
be for some time after the completion of the activity. For example, there may be a time lag
between the acquisition or land clearing activity subsidized by CDBG funds and the
development of the housing units. It is not sufficient to document the intention to comply.
The grantee is responsible for documenting that the housing units are constructed and that
the appropriate number of units are initially occupied by LMI households.

LMI Job Creation and Retention
 Record keeping requirements in this category relate to both the status of the business, the
jobs created or retained, and the LMI persons benefiting from the activity. The following is an
outline of the documents that have to maintained by grantees:
– Written agreement with the business in which the following is specified:
 A commitment from the assisted business to hire or retain LMI persons; A list by job
title of jobs to be created and/or retained and which will be full- or part-time; and
 The actions that the business will take to ensure that at least 51 percent of the hires or
retainees will be LMI persons, including providing training for any jobs requiring special
skills or education
– Compliance with the written agreement must be documented as follows:
 A list of jobs that were actually created and/or retained;
 Whether each such job was held by or made available to a LMI person, and
 The full-time equivalency status of the jobs.
– For created jobs that will be held by LMI persons, the records must demonstrate:
 Listing by job title of the jobs created and which were initially held by LMI persons;
 Listing by job title of the jobs filled;
 The family size and income of the person who filled each position; and
 The full-time equivalency status of the jobs.
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– For created jobs that will be made available to LMI persons but are not taken by LMI
persons:
 The title and description of the jobs made available;
 The full-time equivalency status of the jobs;
 The prerequisites for the job; special skills or education required for the job, if any; and
the business’ commitment to provide needed training for such jobs; and
 How first consideration was given to LMI persons. This can include:
• The name(s) of person(s) interviewed for the job and the date of the interview(s),
and
• The family size and income of the person(s) interviewed.
– For retained jobs that would otherwise be lost:
 Specific evidence that the jobs would be lost without the CDBG assistance.
 If the retained job is held by a LMI person:
• A listing by job title of permanent jobs retained;
• The jobs that are known to be held by LMI persons at the time of assistance;
• The full time equivalency status of each job; and
• Family size and annual income of each LMI person.
– For retained jobs that are projected to turnover to LMI persons:
 A listing of the retained jobs that are projected to become available within two years of
assistance;
 The basis of the determination that the job is likely to turnover within two years of
assistance;
 The actual turnover date;
 The name and income status of the person who filled the vacancy;
 If the person who took the job was not a LMI person, records to demonstrate that the
job was made available to LMI persons:
• The name(s) of person(s) interviewed for the job and the date of the interview(s) and
• The income status of the person(s) interviewed
 Information on the family size and annual income of each LMI person hired.

 There are five options for documenting the LMI status of an applicant or employee:
1. Referrals from an agency that has agreed to refer individuals who are determined to be
LMI based on HUD’s category. These agencies must maintain records, which must be
available to the grantee or federal inspection, showing the basis upon which they
determined that the person was LMI; or
2. A written self certification by the employee or applicant of his/her family size and total
income that is signed and dated. Certification can either include actual size and income
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of family or can contain a statement that the annual family income is below the Section 8
low-income limit for the applicable family size; or
3. Qualification of employee or application for assistance under another program with
income qualification that are as restrictive as those used by the CDBG program.
Examples include referrals from Public Housing, Welfare Agency, or the Workforce
Investment Area (WIA), with the exception of the WIA Title III program for dislocated
workers; or
4. Evidence that the individual is homeless; or
5. Evidence that the individual may be presumed to be LMI by way of residence address
and poverty rates of applicable census tract

 The grantee can use any combination of documenting income status for the persons
benefiting from a job creation or retention activity.

 When documenting income, the income status of an individual is made at the time the CDBG
assistance is provided. This may have an affect on the retention of high-paying unskilled
jobs counting as eligible except for turnover purposes. This is because a person who
occupies a high-paying but low-skilled job may not qualify as a LMI person. Whereas a LMI
person may fill the job at a lower pay rate if it were created or if it became available through
turnover.

3.7.2 Prevention/Elimination of Slums or Blight
 Under the categories of Area Basis and Spot Blight, the presence of blight has to be
evidenced in record keeping. In documenting the presence of blight, the use of pictures is
encouraged.

Area Basis
 Records to be maintained include:
– Area designated (i.e., boundaries) and date of designation
– Documentation and description of blighted conditions that meet the criteria identified at
570.208(b)(1)(ii)(A) or (B) (e.g., photographs, structural surveys, or development plans)
– For residential rehabilitation:
 Local definition of substandard,
 Pre-rehabilitation inspection report qualifying the building as substandard and work
plan describing deficiencies,
 Scope of work performed, by structure, with documentation that substandard elements
were addressed first; and
 Evidence that the activities undertaken address one or more of the conditions that
contributed to the deterioration of the area.

Spot Blight
 Grantee files should include the following:
– Description of condition addressed by activity,
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– Documentation of eligibility of activity under this category, and
– For rehabilitation, a description, by structure, of specific conditions detrimental to public
health and safety identified and those addressed by the rehabilitation.”

Urban Renewal Area
 Records must contain:
– A copy of the Urban Renewal Plan, and
– Documentation that activity was required to meet the goals outlined in the renewal plan.

3.7.3 Urgent Need
 Files should include:
– Documentation of urgency of need and timing and that the activity was designed to
address the urgent need;
– Evidence the recipient certified that the CDBG activity was designed to address the urgent
need; and
– Evidence confirming that other financial resources were unavailable and CDBG had to be
used.
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